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Padre says: 

“Although ham 
and sausage are 
good to eat, a pig 
just doesn't seem 
to change. A pig 
simply loves its 
mud puddle.”  

Hard Work Makes Show Pigs Top Learning Experience For Youth, Producer Says 

   “The harder you work, the more you get done, 
and it’ll pay off down the line.” 
   Brad Vannocker at Hillsboro has that outlook 
on life, which has been applied and proven true 
in his family’s Vannocker Show Pigs operation. 
   “Of course, there are exceptions, but it’s al-
ways been our philosophy to keep working, and 
it’ll turn your way,” Vannocker added. 
   “We’ve seen every facet of the hog industry, 
and there’s been every extreme in profitability 
and hog type,” Vannocker admitted. “Over time, 
we’ve become strictly show pig producers, which 
seems to fit us best. 
   “However, it’s even more about relationships 
than show pigs,” he emphasized. “We’ve made 
so many friends and acquaintances throughout 
the Midwest from participating in shows and re-
lated events.” 

   After Vannocker married Becky (Edmunds) of Marion, the couple worked side by 
side building a commercial hog operation that grew to 140 sows with all pigs finished 
to market weight, plus custom feeding 2,000 hogs annually. 
   “We both had and still do have jobs away from the farm, so with four daughters 
growing up, it got pretty hectic,” Vannocker evaluated. 
   Then, there was a change of operations. “We started producing show pigs for oth-
er producers in 1997, and then began raising show pigs on our own two years later,” 
Vannocker qualified. 
   “Our two oldest daughters showed pigs off the feeding floor, but when we 
switched gears, our younger girls had pigs bred for shows. The older girls think it’s 
unfair their little sisters might have had an unfair advantage over them. “That’s the 
way it is. Things have changed a lot,” Vannocker reflected. 
   Foundation for today’s operation was the select-gilts purchased by Vannocker’s 
grandchildren during a prospect-purchasing tour in the northeast.        

             “We have Spot, Berkshire, Chester White, Yorkshire and crossbred sows, and 
they’re all mated artificially to top boars from throughout the country for winter 
pigs,” Vannocker explained. Unlike certain show pig producers, who only raise one 
litter per sow annually, Vannocker produces summer litters, too.     

   Winter pigs are merchandized through two spring sales with other consignors. This 
year’s auctions are March 30, at Hillsboro, and April 7, at Emporia. Advertised on 580 
WIBW, “There’ll be 65 pigs at each of those sales, but we only sell our top pigs,” 
Vannocker emphasized.    

        Pigs from the Vannocker sales have collected numerous championships throughout 
the Midwest. “There’s no better opportunity for a young person to learn than from 
buying, growing and showing pigs,” Vannocker summarized. 
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